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SWEEPERS PTY LTD
07 3287 9960 or 1300 387 713






Browse the latest Commercial Cleaning Machines such as Sweeper Machines, Scrubber Machines, Vacuums and Spare Parts. Find what your looking for fast with Sweepers PTY LTD!



BROWSE MACHINES
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SWEEPERS PTY LTD
07 3287 9960 or 1300 387 713






Browse the latest Commercial Cleaning Machines such as Sweeper Machines, Scrubber Machines, Vacuums and Spare Parts. Find what your looking for fast with Sweepers PTY LTD!



BROWSE MACHINES











Sweepers, Scrubbers, Vacuums




New & Used Sweepers Machines, Scrubber Machines and Vacuums for sale Australia wide. Our sweepers and scrubbers are some of the highest quality commercial cleaning equipment money can buy. Browse our website to learn more or call and speak with our friendly and experienced team today.



EQUIRE NOW










Latest Cleaning Machines




Swpeepers Pty Ltd has recently unveiled their latest line of cleaning machines. These machines are designed to make cleaning easier and more efficient. The machines feature a variety of features, such as an intuitive touch screen interface, programmable settings, and a powerful motor and suction system. They also come with a variety of accessories, such as brushes, squeegees, and dusters. The machines are designed to be lightweight and easy to move, making them ideal for use in tight spaces. The machines are also designed to be energy efficient, saving you money on your monthly electricity bills. Swpeepers Pty Ltd’s machines are perfect for both commercial and industrial use, allowing you to keep your premises clean and tidy with minimal effort.
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GXL BT Pro

	$6,218.63



 Add to cart  Show Details 
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GXL BTO PRO




 Read more  Show Details 
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GXL Pro

	$6,218.63
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MxL 65/75/85 BT
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MxL 70 BTO Plus
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MxL 70 BTS
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Commercial Cleaning Machines







Sweepers




Sweepers PTY LTD have been selling sweeper machines and providing sweeping services for more than 20 years Australia wide. If your’e looking for a new or used sweeper, get in touch and learn more about what we can offer you.



Scrubbers




We have one of the largest ranges of Scrubber machines available Australia wide and provide quality training and advice and support when you purchase any of our Scrubbing machines from Sweepers PTY LTD.



Vacuums




Purchase a new commercial grade Vacuum cleaner from Sweepers PTY LTD and benefit from high quality and robust industrial vacuum cleaners and a wealth of experienced from the Sweepers team.
































Sweeper Machines
Browse our Fimap sweeper machines.






Using commercial cleaning machines such as Fimap Sweepers can make a world of difference when it comes to ensuring hygiene practices are met in the workplace and in shared community locations. Enquire about a new or used Sweeper Machine from Sweepers PTY LTD and learn more about why so many people buy sweepers from us Australia wide.



BROWSE SWEEPERS
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Scrubber Machines
Browse our Fimap scrubber machines.






With the recent outbreak of COVID 19, scrubbing machines are now more important than ever. Remove toxic particles from surfaces and provide a safe working environment for your staff and clients visiting your retail outlets. Buy new or used Scrubber Machines from Sweepers PTY LTD and get all the support your need to ensure you are getting the very best results from your scrubbers.



BROWSE SCRUBBERS










Vacuums & Suction
Browse our Fimap vacuums & suction machines.






Remove dust and potentially harmful toxins from floors and surfaces using our range of industrial grade Vacuums. Sweepers understand what quality Vacuums are, and we only with with the very best manufacturers and suppliers from around the world.



BROWSE VACUMMS
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E-Spray Machines
Browse our Fimap E-Spray machines.






E-Spray is a professional gun sprayer that uses the principle of electrostatic induction to distribute disinfectant solutions effectively and uniformly on surfaces.

E-Spray is lightweight and very comfortable, powered by a lithium battery that allows you to carry out hygienization for several hours, freely and anywhere, without being tied down by a cable. The solution is sprayed in very small and light drops, which reach every point of the area to be treated and settle effectively. Through the electrostatic charge the drops are attracted by the targeted surface and while laying down, they create a sanitizing coating.



BROWSE E-SPRAY










Get Started With Sweepers PTY LTD
Find what you need fast.














GET A FREE QUOTE








Big Brands, Affordable Prices
Shop with confidence.




























 		

				

					

						About Us
			Sweepers pty ltd are one of Australia's leading sweeper and scrubber distributors. We only sell the highest quality sweeper machines and scrubber machines on the market.
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Contact Information
			Sweepers PTY LTD

Get in touch with us today!


P: 07 3287 9960 or 1300 387 713

E: sales@sweepers.com.au

W: www.sweepers.com.au

PA: PO Box 1967,

Cleveland Qld 4163

A: 122 Bromley St, Cornubia

QLD, Australia, 4130
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